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About This Game

Super Meat Boy is a tough as nails platformer where you play as an animated cube of meat who's trying to save his girlfriend
(who happens to be made of bandages) from an evil fetus in a jar wearing a tux.

Our meaty hero will leap from walls, over seas of buzz saws, through crumbling caves and pools of old needles. Sacrificing his
own well being to save his damsel in distress. Super Meat Boy brings the old school difficulty of classic NES titles like Mega

Man 2, Ghost and Goblins and Super Mario Bros. 2 (The Japanese one) and stream lines them down to the essential no BS
straight forward twitch reflex platforming.

Ramping up in difficulty from hard to soul crushing SMB will drag Meat boy though haunted hospitals, salt factories and even
hell itself. And if 300+ single player levels weren't enough SMB also throws in epic boss fights, a level editor and tons of unlock

able secrets, warp zones and hidden characters.

Story mode, featuring over 300 levels spanning 5+ chapters

Play as a Head Crab! (Steam Exclusive)

33 legitimate Achievements

Warp zones that will warp you into other games
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Over 16 unlockable able and playable characters from popular indie titles such as, Minecraft, Bit.Trip, VVVVVV and
Machinarium

Epic Boss fights

Full Level Editor and Level Portal (January 2011)

A story so moving you will cry yourself to sleep for the rest of your life
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Title: Super Meat Boy
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Team Meat
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2010
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English,Russian
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stay frosty. quick and fun. and addicting. NO micro-transactions.. Difficulty:
  It took me ten hours to finish this game, start to finish, with alot of help from online guides. Take that as you will. The puzzles
themselves are fairly simple, combine stuff in your inventory, and use that stuff to solve puzzles in the environment. The main
issue is the leaps of logic. Now, every single puzzle game has leaps of logic, and how big one specific 'leap' is will change
depending from person to person. If you can solve this example puzzle from the game, you can probably finish the game
without much trouble.
  One of the first puzzles that got me stuck spoiler has you looking for some kind of lubricant. You are doing this because a
lever controlling a crane is stuck. In the arms of the crane is an engine, which you need to repair another engine. You need to
repair this engine to fix the car itself. There are other problems with the car, like refilling the radiator fluid, finding a new fan
belt, replacing spark plugs (Which you are getting from the engine stuck in the crane), finding a new radiator hose, and finding a
new car battery. The other comments about the car is that the oil level is fine and the radiator has a copper-brass alloy. The
items you have in your inventory are a multitool with a knife, scissors, pincers, wrench, file, can opener, and a screwdriver, a
hose, a jar, a can of paint, fish food, some newspapers, your ID, beer, and a few other things, depending on what order you did
other puzzles in. /spoiler
  If you havent figured out what to do, heres a hint. spoiler The lubricant that the game requires is the oil from the car. /spoiler
  If you havent figured out what to do, heres a hint that the game gives you. spoiler When moving the hose or the jar over the oil
container, you say, "I could use this to siphon/store some oil, but I need the hose needs to be shorter / I need something to siphon
it with." /spoiler
  Answer to the puzzle, spoiler Cut the hose down with your scissors to make it short enough for the oil container. You now have
a jar of oil. Use it on the lever and you're good to go. /spoiler
  Did you solve the puzzle? I didn't, I got impaitent and looked up a tutorial. Maybe I'm just dumb, or I didn't describe the puzzle
well enough (or too obviously). But take that as you will.
Story:
  For me, one of the most important things in a game like this. I bought this game for the story, and it was kind've disapointing,
in my opinion. spoiler The story follows a classic evil corporation engineers a deadly virus type deal. /spoiler I found it
predictable, and with the puzzles being as diffucult as they were for me, I didn't find myself engrossed in the story as much as
Life Is Strange or games similar.
  Everything else was pretty good. Voice-acting was fantastic; made all the characters felt real and witty, though the main
character could've had a bit more personality. Not many bugs as of this patch, only a few small interactions that needed me
entering and re-entering a room to reset a puzzle or one where I was standing right in front of an enemy and he didn't do
anything. spoiler That would be the first cultist harper meets when he falls though the snow into Aquila HQ in chapter 4 I
believe. You ring the doorbell and don't move into the alcove and he just stands there. Harper acts like he isn't there and the
door is closed. /spoiler
  Worth the $18 i paid? The $22 its listed at? Completly subjective. Steam really needs a neutral option.

. Not a whole lot to it -- it's a simple Flash game modeled strongly after Zelda 2 (but much easier) that you can finish in an hour
or two, but with two distinct story/powerup paths and some unique achievements. For the price, though, it's worth a quick play
or two.. Very entertaining and addicting, I definitely suggest getting this game. It can get frusterating at times, but is still
amazing.. The game has an interesting story, amazing art, nice detective style BUT there is a huge bug you'll encounter in the
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first two hours of the gameplay in one of the hidden objects scenes, you will be unable to open a box and to solve this bug, you
MUST restart playing the game, sadly. This is the box
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=865409570

Aside from that I really enjoyed the game which I gave a chance after almost two months from leaving it due that bug, seems
the developers doesn't really care about fixing it. You can find a thread on the discussion section of this game about it.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=896458992
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=896363902

Pro:
+Beautiful graphics, especially the ending cutscene.
+Interesting story with a good pace.
+Mystery\/detective style.
+Voice acting is OK
+Good journal style with to keep tracking of the story, journal art is pretty.
+Fast travel map.
+Steam achievements.

Cons:
-A very annoying bug which requires you restart the game (A hidden object bug)
-There is only ONE track of music which keep going over and over and over until you finish the game. It isn't bad, but quite
annoying to keep hearing it from the beginning of the game until the end.
-Short game.
-Puzzles are extremely easy.

The ending felt like an open one, plus He shouldn't be the only one to be punished! the girls did kill the governess and he
witnessed it as a child, they were bullying him as he did to them so both of them are guilty.

I recommend this game if you'll tolerate the bug and willing to restart the game after a couple of hours of gameplay. The game
is short itself, around three hours and a half to beat.

\ud835\udc39\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udc5f \ud835\udc5a\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udc5f\ud835\udc52
\ud835\udc5f\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc63\ud835\udc56\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc64\ud835\udc60
\ud835\udc50\ud835\ude29\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc50\ud835\udc58 \ud835\udc5a\ud835\udc66
\ud835\udc50\ud835\udc62\ud835\udc5f\ud835\udc4e\ud835\udc61\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udc5f
\ud835\udc5d\ud835\udc4e\ud835\udc54\ud835\udc52 
\ud835\udc39\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc5b\ud835\udc4e'\ud835\udc60
\ud835\udc36\ud835\ude29\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udc56\ud835\udc50\ud835\udc52. I do not Recmmend the dlc it will
crash your game
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This game rules. Such great storytelling, so immersive, interesting worldbuilding and a statisfying story. 5 stars!. I'm using the
overlay on a single screen Iracing setup and it works great. No performance hits and a much better option to using tablets\/
phones for dash info.. This game is a perfect example of why you shouldn't let everything up to a computer.

Don't get me wrong, the game is pretty fun but the developers haven't thought about balancing and difficulty. A trend that is
pretty common around indie games.

The procedural generation in this game doesn't think about the layout of a level. This leads to corners that are way to sharp for
the speed that you are currently going, Jumps that are not perfectly straight and bumps in front of big jumps. All this leads to a
pretty meh experience in my opinion. The levels also feel really samey because the system just picks pre made pieces and sticks
them together.

I joined a room of another player that was playing on the Glaciers region. We entered the boss level and what do you know. The
Boss Jump is impossible because you need a lot of speed and there is a small bump in front of it which leads to you crashing into
the jump pad at 100 km\/h. Braking doesn't work because you won't have enough speed and there is no other way to the finish
line.

My advice for the developers is to make some levels themselves and keep the procedural generation thing as a second. I'm
positive that they can pull it of because outside of the level design, the game is really fun.. Let's be honest, with the current price
tag this game is a bad dissapointment. Basically it's nothing more than a puzle game and not a creative killing game. The
background of the victims doesn't mean a thing either, which would have been a nice addition if you could use their own crimes
against them.
On the other hand, it's well made. The graphics are good, the sound is acceptable and there's a bit of replay value. Not much, but
there's.
Would I buy this game again, with the information I've got after buying and playing? That's a bit of a paradox, but no, I wouldn't
buy it.
The reason for it is the price and the plane puzzling aspect of the game. I was hoping for a little Garry's MOD massacre style
game, but, that's not going to happen.. Wow! Awesome Heist!!!
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